CLAVA DINE
Designed by Soren Ravn Christensen

Pendant lampshade
Compatible with E26 / E27
DIMENSIONS
Ø: 43 cm / 17”
H: 28 cm / 11”
MATERIAL
Aluminium
WEIGHT INCL. PACKAGING
2.3 kg
LIGHT SOURCE
E26 / E27 - max 15W LED (not included)
PACKAGING
Gift box dimensions (W × H × D):
45.7 x 45.7 x 14.7 cm / 18 x 18 x 5.8”
ASSEMBLY TIME
5 min - video guide at umage.com
MEDIA KIT
Photos, 3D models, 2D drawings
Download at umagepress.com
#2076
#2097
#2098
#2099
#2301
#2302
#2303
#2304

28 cm / 11”

ORDERING INFORMATION
Clava Dine matt white
Clava Dine polished steel
Clava Dine polished copper
Clava Dine brushed brass
Clava Dine red earth
Clava Dine ochre
Clava Dine umber
Clava Dine slate

43 cm / 17”

Colour variations

matt white

polished steel

polished copper

polished brass

red earth
ochre
(RAL: 030 50 40) (RAL: 070 70 40)

umber
(RAL: 7006)

slate
(RAL: 7000)
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CLAVA DINE
Designed by Soren Ravn Christensen

SIMPLE AND CHARACTERISTIC
Clava Dine is a simple, characteristic pendant lampshade with a
graceful curved silhouette. The lampshade adds a nostalgic reference to the 70s with its perforated holes and soft ambient light.
Built on the success gained by Clava – a small and stylish lampshade with retro hints, perfect for beautiful clusters – Clave Dine
is its bigger sister that shares the same stunning design. With its
exclusive and elegant look, Clava Dine creates a directional downward light making it fit perfectly over the dining table, above the
kitchen counter, coffee table or in a restaurant, bringing a cosy
and chic feeling. The lampshade comes in white, brushed brass,
brushed copper, polished steel, red earth, ochre, umber and slate.
so it can lighten up any home.

RECOMMENDED ACCS.
Cord set
Canopy
Swag kit
Cannonball
Cannonball cluster 2
Cannonball cluster 3
Rosette
Idea 6W 60 mm / 2.3” LED bulb
Idea 6W 80 mm / 3.1” LED bulb
Idea 2W 45 mm / 1.8” LED bulb
Idea 7W 60 mm / 2.3” LED bulb
Idea 7W 80 mm / 3.1” LED bulb
Idea 13W 70 mm / 2.8” LED bulb

We take the story of Scandinavian design further than ever before
by combining aesthetics, simplicity and functionality and infusing
it with thoughtful craftmanship and environmental care. Our designs are deeply rooted in the diverse urban landscape and raw nature surrounding our home in the heart of Copenhagen, Denmark.
Having begun our journey in 10 years ago, we are celebrating our
10th anniversary this year by constantly growing and expanding
the conventions around contemporary design.
Find more info on our website umage.com
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CLAVA DINE

43 cm
16.9”

168 cm / 5’5”

250 cm / 8’2”

28 cm
11”
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